BECERİ TEMELLİ
SORULAR

7. Sınıf
İngilizce

5. Ünite: Television
Read the text, look at the visuals and answer the question.
1.

Rachel and her friends are talking about their favourite TV programmes. The visuals below show their preferences:
Rachel

George

Julie

Richard

Which of the following is George’s speech bubble?
A)

B)

I am keen on entertaining
and funny programmes.

C)

It helps me to try new
things in the kitchen.

D)

It is nice to watch a
football match.

I love watching scary
films. They are exciting.

Read the speech bubble and answer the question.
2.

I have a 6 year old son. I want to watch TV with him.

Peter
Which of the following is a suitable TV sign for Peter and his son?
A)

B)

C)

D)
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5. Ünite: Television

Read the information about TV programmes below and answer the questions 3-4.
The table below shows which TV programmes Sophie and her friends watched yesterday.

3.

TV Programme

Time

Sophie

“Your answer is correct. You won seven hundred fifty dollars.”

8.30 pm - 10.30 pm

Tom

“A great flood hits Texas and streets turn into river.”

7 pm - 8 pm

Mark

“Today we will make a delicious cake.”

3 pm - 4 pm

Mary

“I don’t agree with you. I think you should search for this topic.”

10.30 pm - 11.30 pm

Who watched the news yesterday?
A) Sophie

4.

B) Tom

C) Mark

D) Mary

Which of the following is NOT correct?
A) Mary watched TV more than Tom.
B) Discussion programme was at night.
C) Cookery programme started at 3 pm.
D) Mark spent less time watching TV than Sophie.

Read the speech bubbles below and answer the question.
5.
Questions and answers!
I like them so much.

I love learning about actors
and singers.

Emily

I want to follow daily events about
my country and the world.

Tom

Earning money in a programme!
That’s great.
Ann
David

Who can watch the same kind of TV programme together?
A) Emily - Tom

B) Ann - David

C) Emily - David

D)Ann - Tom
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5. Ünite: Television

Read the text, look at the visuals and answer the question.
6.

Jennifer loves watching TV. Here are her preferences for TV programmes:

x

x

According to the information above, Jennifer - - - -.
Which of the following does NOT complete the sentence above?
A) likes learning about daily events
B) doesn’t like sports or documentaries
C) doesn’t like answering the questions
D) prefers quiz shows to documentaries

Read the text and answer the question.
7.
This is the newest habitat on
the Earth. Animals have to
experience the greatest
change on our planet.

Which TV programme is Alice watching now?
A) sitcom

B) quiz show

C) news

D) documentary
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5. Ünite: Television

Look at the visual, read the text and answer the questions 8-9.

18.00

20.00

22.00

Channel 1

News

Discussion

Reality show

Channel 2

Documentary

Sports

Discussion

Channel 3

Soap opera

Quiz show

Sitcom

Channel 4

Film

Soap opera

Talk show

Opinions of Peter and his parents about TV programmes:
Peter

: I enjoy watching entertaining programmes. However, I can’t usually watch them because they usually start late.
I prefer testing my knowledge to watching boring stories.

8.

Mum

: I love learning about animals and answering questions.

Dad

: I come home at 7.30 pm. I prefer watching reality shows and sports. I also like the programmes that give information.

Which channel can Peter and his parents watch together?
A) Channel 1

9.

B) Channel 2

C) Channel 3

D) Channel 4

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the information above?
A) Mum likes learning about natural life.

B) All the family can watch TV at 6.30 pm.

C) Dad loves programmes about real life.

D) Peter rarely watches talk shows at night.

Read the speech bubble and complete the sentence.
10.

Hi, I’m Ted. I will talk about my family’s preferences
for TV programmes. Gina, my sister, likes watching
television all day. She gets the remote control and
watches all the nonsense programmes. My mother
loves soap operas. She thinks they are very romantic.
My father wants to learn about the latest events
around the world, so he prefers the news. I love
documentaries and quiz shows.

In the text, there is NO information about Ted’s - - - -.
A) mother’s opinion about soap operas			

B) father’s favourite sports

C) favourite programmes					

D) sister’s TV habits
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5. Ünite: Television

Read the text and answer the question.
11.

Remote control is always in my
brother’s hand. He never meets his
friends. He watches TV for long hours
and doesn’t do his homework. I think
he is a/an - - - -.

Jane
Which of the following does NOT complete the text?
A) lazy boy
B) TV addict
C) couch potato
D) outgoing person

Read the conversation and answer the question.
12.
Many children prefer eating while they
are watching TV. - - - -?
It has negative effects on children.
- - - -?
Studies show that it can cause serious
health problems.
- - - -?
They should sit around a table
and eat together.

Sophie

Which of the following does NOT Sophie ask the doctor?
A) What is your suggestion for parents
B) Why do they prefer watching TV
C) What do you think about it
D) Why is it harmful
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5. Ünite: Television

Read the text, look at the chart and answer the question.
Patrick did a survey on TV programme preferences of 100 university students. Here are the results:
%
100
90
80
70

Boys

60

Girls

50
40
30
20
10

B

G

Talk
Shows

B

G

Documentaries

B

G

Quiz
Shows

B

G

Discussions

13. Which of the following is CORRECT according to the chart?
A) Girls’ favourite programmes are talk shows and quiz shows.
B) Boys prefer watching discussions to watching talk shows.
C) Boys rarely prefer watching quiz shows.
D) Girls and boys prefer documentaries most.
14. Which of the following is NOT related to the programme types in the chart?
A) “Tomorrow will be rainy and windy, you should be careful when you go out.”
B) “If you know the first five questions, you will win six hundred dollars.”
C) “Lions are the strongest animals in the savannah.”
D) “Good evening ladies and gentlemen, today’s guest is famous singer Lady Pink.”

Read the conversation and answer the question.
15.
Silvia : - - - -?
Carlos : Well, I love series and soap operas.
Silvia : - - - - -?
Carlos : It is the Secret Lives.
Silvia : - - - -?
Carlos : Four or five hours.
Which of the following does NOT Silvia ask Carlos?
A) What is your favourite TV series
B) How long do you watch TV in a day
C) What kind of programmes do you watch
D) When do you watch your favourite programme
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5. Ünite: Television

Read the text, look at the table and answer the question.
16. Robert asked his friends which TV programme they watched last night. The table below shows their answers:
Names

TV Programmes

Eric

the news

Jane

a discussion programme

Sally

a quiz show

Liz

a reality show

Karen

a quiz show

Tom

the news

Peter

the news and a quiz show

Helen

a documentary and a quiz show

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the table above?
A) They didn't watch a talk show.
B) Only two people watched the news.
C) More than four people watched a quiz show.
D) They didn’t watch a discussion programme.

Read the text, look at the table and answer the question.
17. The table below shows some information about what Elsa and her friends watched yesterday.
Names

TV Programme Time

Topic

Elsa

reality show

3 pm - 4 pm

a real story

Noah

animation

6 pm - 8 pm

life of lions

David

documentary

10 pm - 11.30 pm

environmental problems

Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the table?
A) What did they watch yesterday?
B) How long did their programme last?
C) Why did they prefer a documentary?
D) Whose programme was about an animal?
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Read the text, look at the TV guide and answer the question.
18. Claire watches TV in the evenings and goes to bed at 10 pm. Here is the guide of her favourite TV channel:

CHANNEL X
17.30 NATURAL LIFE
19.00 DOCTOR SAM
21.00 LET’S AGREE
22.30 GET THE BIG AWARD

According to the information above, which of the following does NOT Claire watch?
A) discussion

B) documentary

C) series

D) quiz show

Read the text, look at the chart and answer the question.
19. Lisa reads a research about how people’s preferences for TV programmes change according to the seasons. In her favourite
season, most of the people don’t prefer watching quiz shows. Their favourite programme is talk shows. People spend more
time watching series than documentaries.
%
100
90
80
70

series

60
50

documentaries

40

talk shows

30
20

quiz shows

10
0

winter

spring

summer

autumn

Which of the following is Lisa’s favourite season?
A) winter

B) spring

C) summer

D) autumn
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5. Ünite: Television

Read the text, look at the table and answer the questions 20-21.
Sally prepared a questionnaire and asked her friends some questions about their preferences for TV programmes.

TV
Programmes

soap operas

talk shows

documentaries

soap operas

talk shows

documentaries

TV
Programmes
Frequency

Always

Maria

David

Helen, Joe

Sometimes
Always

David
Maria

Joe
David

Helen, Joe

Never
Sometimes

Helen
David

Maria,
Joe Helen

David

Never

Helen

Maria, Helen

David

Frequency

20. Which of the following is NOT correct according to the questionnaire?
A) Joe is more eager to watch documentaries than talk shows.
B) David is less interested in talk shows than soap operas.
C) Helen prefers documentaries to soap operas.
D) Maria prefers soap operas to talk shows.

21. Which of the following did NOT Sally ask in the questionnaire?
A) Which TV programmes do you watch in your free time?
B) What kind of programmes do you prefer watching?
C) How many hours in a day do you watch TV?
D) How often do you watch talk shows?

Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak
için karekodu okutunuz.
Bu kitapçığın her hakkı Ölçme, Değerlendirme ve Sınav Hizmetleri Genel Müdürlüğüne aittir.

